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Tunisian delegation visiting the Tunisia Pavilion 
 

A group of 10 Tunisian physicians exercising in various hospitals of Tunisia and belonging to 
several specialties visited on Tuesday 3 May to the pavilion of Tunisia at Expo 2005 AICHI. In a 
study tour in Tokyo for a period of one month, the group dedicated the day of May 3 to travel to 
Nagoya and visiting the expo 2005. At the pavilion of Tunisia, a presentation has been given to 
them on the different components of the Tunisian presence to this important event.   

 

   
 

Live coverage by Japanese CTV Channel  
 

The Director the TV Channel CHUKYO TV. BROADCASTING CO "CTV" visited the pavilion of 
Tunisia and gave out the desire to assure a live broadcasting on their channelon Tuesday 10 
May 2005 starting from 10h48 (local Time). The broadcast will be dedicated, in its totality, to the 
presentation of Tunisia in concordance with themes developed in the national pavilion such as: 
environment, culture, WSIS (World Summit on Information Society) that will be held in Tunis 
from 16 to 18 November 2005 and tourism. Live show will be assured on the method of 
preparation of the Tunisian coffee currently served on the pavilion.   

 

 
Delicious Tunisia  
 

The television of Aichi VAT has assures a link in direct from the pavilion of Tunisia the Thursday 5 
May 2005 has 17h25mn for a length of 10 mns. This cover has been dedicated has the discovery 
of delights of Tunisia as tea has the mint, the Tunisian coffee and the Tunisian pastry.   
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Carrying the traditional dresses, Tahar Aoudi, labeled as the faithful companion who has always 
been strongly linked to the TunisiaPavilion destiny whatever the direction of the wind is taking, he 
presented the various kinds of Tunisian pastries as Baklawas, Kaak ambars, Bjaouias, Tajines, 

Daouamas and other delicious traditional cakes that delight visitor’s mouth with their incomparable flavor, then the famous 
Tunisian mint green tea and traditional coffee.  

 

 
 
 


